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Answers

1. 1,703

2. 2,677

3. 2,509

4. 1,989

5. 1,273

6. 1,792

7. 1,861

8. 1,403

9. 2,163

10. 1,859

Solve each problem.

1) For a new year's party 617 red balloons, 936 green balloons and 150 white balloons were
used. What is the total number of balloons used?

2) While organizing her files, Olivia deleted 902 pictures, 960 songs and 815 text files. What
is the total number of files she deleted?

3) At the bank, a customer turned in 936 dimes, 641 nickels and 932 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?

4) Three friends were counting the amount of candy the scored for Halloween. James
received 907 pieces, Dan received 506 pieces and Will received 576 pieces. What is the
combined amount that all 3 received?

5) In one year a photographer took 626 pictures of animals, 375 pictures of people and 272
pictures of landscapes. How many pictures did he take total?

6) Kaleb was playing games at the arcade. He won 944 tickets from the basketball game, 304
tickets from whack-a-mole and 544 tickets from the coin push game. How many tickets
did he get total?

7) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month. Alex sent 773, Sam
sent 482 and Jessie sent 606. What is the combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

8) While building a house, an architect used 444 nails on the first floor, 324 on the second
and 635 on the third floor. How many nails did he use on all three floors?

9) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of cookie. 950 people
said chocolate chip, 485 said oatmeal and 728 said raisin. What is the combined number of
votes for those three cookies?

10) While working on his car, Tom spent 608 bucks on a new paint job, $679 on the
transmission and 572 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?
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Solve each problem.

1,989 2,677 1,703 1,859 1,861

1,403 1,273 2,163 2,509 1,792

1) For a new year's party 617 red balloons, 936 green balloons and 150 white balloons were
used. What is the total number of balloons used?

2) While organizing her files, Olivia deleted 902 pictures, 960 songs and 815 text files. What
is the total number of files she deleted?

3) At the bank, a customer turned in 936 dimes, 641 nickels and 932 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?

4) Three friends were counting the amount of candy the scored for Halloween. James
received 907 pieces, Dan received 506 pieces and Will received 576 pieces. What is the
combined amount that all 3 received?

5) In one year a photographer took 626 pictures of animals, 375 pictures of people and 272
pictures of landscapes. How many pictures did he take total?

6) Kaleb was playing games at the arcade. He won 944 tickets from the basketball game, 304
tickets from whack-a-mole and 544 tickets from the coin push game. How many tickets
did he get total?

7) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month. Alex sent 773, Sam
sent 482 and Jessie sent 606. What is the combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

8) While building a house, an architect used 444 nails on the first floor, 324 on the second
and 635 on the third floor. How many nails did he use on all three floors?

9) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of cookie. 950 people
said chocolate chip, 485 said oatmeal and 728 said raisin. What is the combined number of
votes for those three cookies?

10) While working on his car, Tom spent 608 bucks on a new paint job, $679 on the
transmission and 572 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?
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